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STARTING THE NET 

Good evening, this is [your CALLSIGN and name], commencing the Southeast Florida NBEMS Net. 
I will be your Net Control Station. This Net is conducted for all amateurs who wish to learn and 
practice the techniques needed to pass information efficiently in a digital format. This net is conducted 
in a mixed mode format which means that both digital message and analog voice communications 
are acceptable, and that you need not have NBEMS software to participate in the net. 

This is a directed net, which means that stations must be invited to transmit by Net Control.  At this 
time, if you haven’t already done so, please start your FLDIGI and FLMSG. 

 

CALL FOR STATIONS 

Instructions: record stations, status, if NBEMS capable, acknowledge each station 

At this time, mobile or short of time stations, your CALLSIGN, name and if you’re NBEMS capable. 

Short of time stations are welcome to leave at their discretion.   

At this time, all regular stations, your CALLSIGN, name and if you’re NBEMS capable. 

 

TRANSMIT TEST 

At this time we will send a test transmission to check that your NBEMS system is operating correctly. 

Any station who did not receive this transmission properly, your CALLSIGN please.  

 

NET PROCESS 

The following are some of the processes and guidelines we’ll follow when sending and receiving 
messages: 

 As directed, any station sending digital transmission, please say your CALLSIGN, MODE, 
LENGTH and TIME followed by “Wait for Message”, then send you message. 

 Please keep the message length to less than 1 minutes 

 When complete, Net Control will ask each station to acknowledge successful receipt.  

 Net Control may ask for a station to RELAY a message as needed. 

 Net Control will ask for messages to be read. 
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SENDING MESSAGES 

Any station who’d like to check-in, your CALLSIGN, name and if you’re are NBEMS capable. 

Instructions: repeat every so often 

Are there any stations with questions or need assistance with NBEMS, your CALLSIGN? 

Are there any stations who would like to transmit a message, your CALLSIGN?  

Instructions: repeat this query for messages to be sent 

Instructions: ask stations to send messages. Use the checked in stations as list 

 

CLOSING THE NET 

Before closing the net, are there any station who’d like to check-in, your CALLSIGN and name. 

Thank you to thank all participating stations for your assistance and cooperation. 

This is [your CALLSIGN name] closing the Southeast Florida NBEMS Net at ____ Hours and 
returning this repeater to normal operations. 73 to all.  


